Abstract. An existence theorem for fundamental solutions of a large class of boundary value problems involving the Bessel type differential operator Sp is proved. The problem includes the Cauchy problem of the differential operator S as a special case.
In this paper we are interested in the solutions of another class of boundary value problems. Let S^ denote the differential operator d2/ dx2 + (1 -4u2)/4*2, u > -~. Then by using the theory of distributional Hankel transforms ( [6] and [9] ), we show that the solutions of the boundary value problem defined by (P(Sll, £>,), Q^, D,), ..., gm(5M, D,)) are certain generalized functions belonging to H^ [6] .
2. The main results are contained in the following:
Theorem. There are distributions K(x, t), Kx(x, t), . . ., Km(x, t) in Hp(R++1) such that K, Kx, . . ., Km are infinitely differentiable functions in R++x which can be extended to infinitely differentiable functions in R++x -{0}. If we keep the same notation for the extended functions, then K(x, t) satisfies, in the sense of distributions, the boundary problem
wA/Ze every K,(x, t) satisfies
wAere S,, /j i/oe Kronecker delta, 8 is the Dirac measure, a(x) E H (R ") and Q,K\RS = Bm Ô"*(x, o fAe A'/w'f ¿>e/ng tofce/j «n H^(R").
Proof. For each £ E R", let t,(£), . . ., t"(Q be the roots of the characteristic polynomial P(£, t) = 0 with positive imaginary parts. 
where R(K(; Qx(l t(0), ..., e"^,..., Qm(t t(£)))
indicates that in the determinant appearing in (3) the rth row has been replaced by (e"T|(i),. .., e"T'-(i)). It is easily seen that #"(£, t), I < v < m, is a solution of the initial value problem
Q,(£, Dt)Hr(L 0) = 8", 1 < / < m. Now, let us introduce a function G0(£, f) defined by Wï-hLÛT)*
the integral being absolutely convergent if the degree of P(£, t) in t is > 2 and convergent if it is equal to 1. Obviously,
f-i
Then G(£, r) is a solution of the initial value problem
for all ||| > Af. Assume that M > 0 is such that when |£| > M, G and //", 1 < j» < m, are well defined. We define a new function \(0 e Cf°°(Ä") by
Then following the technique of Barros-Neto [1] and using the fact that \y}/2^ii(yi)\ < C ^or B^yi > ^ and u > -5, we can prove that (\-x{y))G{-y2,t)í[yx%(y¿ /-i and (í-xw^-^on^/2^,.) /=i are tempered distributions in R" which are concentrated on {y; \y\ > M) and therefore by the /»-dimensional analogue of [9, Problem 5.2.3, p. 134] these are elements of H^. Hence, we can define their generalized Hankel transforms /t¿. Since for u > -2, A¿ is an automorphism on H^ [6, p. 430] the inverse Hankel transforms can also be defined. Consequently, we are justified in defining K(x, t) and Kv(x, t) by K(x,t)^h;,A[(l-X(y))G(-y2,t)j[yx%(y^ (9) and K(x,t) =^;,x((i -x(y))Hy(-y2,0fiy}%{y^, \<*<m.
These are also elements of H'r Following the technique of Barros-Neto [1] it can be proved that these kernels satisfy (1) and (2) and they are C "-functions inRn+x-{0). Similarly we can derive the results (2). Our theorem will be proved by justifying the above formal manipulations. <><' i+yv l<£' ^e/?"-Since e is arbitrary our assertion is proved.
